Drivingyourdream

WHAT ARE LOW VOLUME CAR BRANDS?
At Drivingyourdream we strive to promote small volume car manufacturers. We want to show them to you through the newsletter.

We have a compilation of +3,300 current car manufacturers, the largest compilation in the world, we started it in 2014.
WHAT ARE LOW VOLUME CAR BRANDS?

LET’S SEE SOME EXAMPLES
APC (Armoured personnel carrier)
Civil versions only – Street legal cars
Humvees, mini humvees & Low Tire pressure SUVs

Humveer is not the only existing Humvee, there are more than 40 different current Humvee manufacturers.

Mini-humvees are cheap and fun vehicles for the city and dirt roads. Some of these brands are supported by General Motors.

Low Pressure Tire SUVs are mostly brought from Russia. They don’t usually have distribution in foreign countries and most are street legal. Arktiktrans is the most famous company and they has manufactured more than 1,500 vehicles.

They usually cost between €45,000 and €120,000. They are usually amphibians.
Dune buggies emerged in the 70s and more than 250,000 units of different manufacturers were sold. Currently not all buggies are based on VW mechanics.

There are also the "Passeio Buggy", mainly from Brazil and France. They are more tailored to the city use.
If you want something extremely unique, you will find it here.
Unique Cars
**Examples and prices**

**01**

Electric 356 Speedster
Starting at 32,000€

**02**

Small All-terrain vehicle with unique characteristics
Starting at 15,000€

**03**

Funny amphibious jeep
Starting at 124,300€

*We don't sell cars. The prices are those indicated by the manufacturer for the public sale*
Base price: 12,000 €

Kerb weight: 513kg

Two battery options:
125 | 200km

Max. speed: 90km/h

*We don't sell cars. The prices are those indicated by the manufacturer for the public sale.*
Base price:
28.400€

XPILOT 2.5 Adas
Xmart OS In-car Intelligent System
520 km NEDC driving range
C-NCAP Five-star Safety standards
Starting at 24.800€
Engine: 140 kW
Range > 400 km

Starting at 46.000€
Engine: 170 kW
Range > 500 km

*We don’t sell cars. The prices are those indicated by the manufacturer for the public sale.*
Urban cars

Starting at 142.000€, Super-luxury car with a 6.6 litre V12 engine

Starting at 30.000€, petrol or electric version

Engine: 6.2l supercharged aluminum LS9 V8
From 474.000€

There are hundreds of car brands that make urban vehicles, from the humblest to true luxury cars with the most advanced technology.

*We don't sell cars. The prices are those indicated by the manufacturer for the public sale.
Cars with classic aesthetics and modern technology.

There’re recreations, tributes, neoclassical cars (Morgan style), classic street-legal barchettas, vintage urban cars, pre-war style ...
Modern Classic Cars
Modern Classic Cars
Sport Cars
Drivingyourdream newsletter
Sport Cars

The premier class of the Low Volume Car Manufacturers

Ideal cars for those looking for unique and special sports cars.

Up to 560hp - 555kg
106.700€ (340hp version)
Sport Cars
Sport Cars
Great Sport Cars
Under 40.000€

*We don't sell cars. The prices are those indicated by the manufacturer for the public sale.
There are different kinds of alternative sports cars: Exoskeletons, Xbow cars and Open-wheeled cars. There are more than 100 car manufacturers dedicated to this kind of vehicle, with costs ranging from €20,000 to €500,000.
Vehicles with a really low cost, good quality and a very high demand. Nowadays, a lot of companies use their own chassis and not a donor vehicle. The problem is to find someone to assemble it. There’s a suitable business opportunity for those who have their own workshop and mechanic staff.
Kit Cars
Racing Cars

For track days and for racing
Track Day & Racing Cars
01. Does this require any commitment?
No, it’s simply a newsletter. It doesn’t require any kind of commitment from the dealership. You can use the information to discover new cars as a hobby, or to find new opportunities to your business. It’s your choice.

02. Do you represent the car brands?
No, we aren’t sellers, agents or brand representatives. Therefore, you are free to communicate with those car brands on your own.

03. Does it have any cost?
Of course not. In the same way, we never require any kind of commission.

04. Do I have to ask your permission if I want to add a car to my dealership or to my product portfolio?
No. We don’t intervene in the possible businesses that may arise. Many of these brands are looking forward to expanding their sales network with very good conditions. Feel free to ask them!

05. What do I have to do to know new Low Volume Car Brands?
Go to www.drivingyourdream.com and sign up for the newsletter. It isn’t used for commercial purposes. There will only be info about new brands added, sale of car molds and car design challenges.
THANK YOU

www.drivingyourdream.com

Info@drivingyourdream.com